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-0.22'<-x<-0.16
0.22>x>0.16

BeeLUlqild$; G o-n n ecti q n

Quality Control The plans for a gear assembly specify a length of 13.48 cm with

a tolerance of +0.03 cm. A machinist flnds that the part is now 13.67 cm long.

By how much should the machinist decrease the length?

Relate minimum length < final length = maximum length

Define Let x = number of centimeters to remove.

Write 13.48- 0.03 <.13.67 -x< 13.48 + 0.03

13.45 < 13.67 - x = 13.51' SimPlifY.

Subtract 1 3.67.

Multiply by -1.

The machinist must remove at least 0.16 cm and no more than 0.22 cm.

G)fn" plans for a circular plastic part in a medical instrument require a diameter

of 1.5 in. with a tolerance of +0.2 in. A machinist finds that the diameter is now

I.73 in. By how much should the machinist decrease the diameter?
by at least 0.03 in., but by no more than 0'43 in.
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For more practice, see Extra practice.
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ractice by Example

Examples 1 and 2

(page 27)

Example 3

(page 28)

!)

Example 4
(page 28)

-7-6-5-4-3-2-101234

-7-6-5-4-3-2-10 1 2 3 4

Lesson 1-4 Solving lnequalities 29

-5-4-3-2-101234567

-6-5-4-3-2-10 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

solve each inequality. Graph the solution. L 
t 
9: 

s:" margin p' 28 for graphs'
' 1 1 -1 3. See back of book for graphs.

l.-12>24x x<-| 2.-7k<63 k> -g 3.8n-15>73 a>11

4.57 - 4t>13 t='11 5. -18 - 5y = 52 y < -14

6.1.4- 4y=38 y= -O 7.-l(,r - 3)=44 x=8
8.2(m-3)+7 <2L m<1O 9'J(tt -2) -6>L8 n>8

10. 9(x + 2) > 9(x - 3) 11. 6't - 1-l < 6(x - 2)
Ai rdat numberi are solutions. All real numbers are solutions'
Lt. -6;Qx - 10) + L2x < 180 13. -7(3-r- - 7) + 21x > 50

All real numbers are solutions. no solutions
Solve each problem by writing an inequality.

14. The length of a picture frame is 3 in. greatel than the width. The perimeter is

less than 52 in. Describe the dimensions of the 112ms. Th€ width is less
than 11.5 in., and the length. is Q in. greater than the width'

fS. ifrE'ieirgihJ6t itre5iOel of a"iriangle ard in the ratio 5 : 6 : 7. Describe the

lensth of the lonsest side if the perimeter is not more than 54 cm.----c--1 - - The longest side is less than 21 cm.
16. Find the lesser of t*o.onse.utiu" ii'i.e.tt *ittr iium greater than 16.

The smaller number is an integer greater than or equal to 8..
17. A company estimates that Io/o of the computer chips produced in its plant are

defective. How many chips must the compan\ make and test in order to be able

to ship at least 4500 noqdeJective chips? 4546 or more chips Q,i l'
/'ur.t(i::'.'-? r-l't/ " '

Solve each compound inequality. draph the solution.
1&21. See margin for graPhs.

18.2x> -10and9x< 18 -5<x<2 19.3-r- = -12andSx < 16 -4=x<2
20. 6x > -24 andgx < 54 -4 < x < 6 21.7x > -35 and 5x = 30 -5 < x < 6

(-.t

20.

29

21.
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- Lesson Ouiz l-4
1. Solve -2(x - 3) = 4. Graph

thesolution.xsl
#
-3-2-1012345

2. Solve -5(4 - x) < 5x.
Graph the solution. all real
numbers
#
-4-3-2-101234

3, Graph the solution of
3x+4>1and-2x+7>5.
#
-4-3-2-1 01234

4. A copper wire is to have a
length of 16 cm with a

tolerance of + 0.02 cm.
How much must be
trimmed from a wire that
is '18 cm long for it to meet
specifications? at least
1.98 cm and no more than

'?':^

Alternative Assessment

Students work in pairs. They use
rasking tape to create a number
're from -10 to 10 on a desk.
!ach student places his or her
:encil above the number line,
-s ng the tip of the pencil as an
a'-o,,vhead, indicating a single
-equality such asx > 3. Pencils
::^ point in the same or opposite
: 'e:iion and may or may not
-: .: an overlapping region. Each

; ': - c srvitches stations and
..' .:: down two compound
-:: -3 :ies, one inequality
:::,- ^r that the pencils
'::':i:-: a conjunction and the
::-:- :j:,-ing a disjunction.
j: - ::-:: :-=oh both inequalities
:-: :-:::: :':clems that result in
:-: -:: -: :-:::5 represented by
:-: :-::-: S:-:ents discuss the
-:! 

- ::

: ages 29-31 Exercises

Example 5

(page 28)

Example 6
(page 29)

35. Answers may vary.
Sample: Mario has a
coin collection that
consists of dimes
and nickels. There
are half as many
dimes as nickels.
There are no more
than 60 coins in the
collection. Describe
the collection.

nea 
! 1[v91!d ({;con 4eqt! gn

Careers To bid on a job, a

construction contractor must
consider all the costs of
running a business as well
as the costs of materials
and labor.

45. All real numbers are
solutions.

47. All real numbers are
solutions.

O npplyvour Skills

Solve each compound inequality. Graph the solution. See margin fo' :'z:

22.4x < t6or12x > 1.44x < 4orx > 1223. 
ff,=*3,",{.'?il[r-1t"r".. _. ,

24.8x > -32 or -6x < 48 x > -8 ,t.Oi== _-{oroi 1..n= 
,u

Solve each problem by writing a compound inequality.

26. A baker needs between 40 lb and 50 lb of a flour-sugar mixturc ir.:l - --

ten times as much flour as sugar. What are the possible weights oi :- - -: '

baker can use? between about 36'4 lb and 45.5 lb flour

27. Between 15,000 yd3 and 16,000 yd3 of earth must be trucked as iir :: :
construction site.The trucks can remove 1000 yd3 per day. and 11.:- ' -
already been removed. How many days are needed? between  ; a^ = :

28. By how much should a machinist decrease the length of a rod thrrt .. - -'

long if the length must be 4.5 + 0.02 cm? between 0.26 cm and 0'31 :

Solve each inequality. Graph the solution. See margin for graphs.

29.2 - 3z - 7(8 - 2z) + 12 z > 6

It.!@-t2)<x+8x>-48
33. 3l4x - (2x - 7)l < 2(3x - s)

no solutions

30. 17 2y<5(7 -.rtt-
n.l@ - n) >,r - l-l x <

34.615y - (3y - 1)l = t'-'
All real numbers are sc

35. Writing Write a problem that can be solved using the inequalitr ''. - :
36. Geometry The sum of the lengths of any two sides of a triangle ts i.:.::

the length of the third side. In AABC, BC : 4 and AC : 8 - --18 
"'' 

' :

inequality for AB. 2 < AB < 6

37. Construction A contractor estimated that her expenses fot a cons::-: '

project would be between $700.000 and $750,000. She has alreadr .:.::
$496,000. How much more can she spend and remain within her i:i-r1:i' 

between $204,000 and 525-1 :'
38. a. Error Analysis Suppose a classmate writes y < 20 as the solutit':. :

t(y - 9 = y + 2.Prove that your classmate's answer is *'rons :r ::.
number that is less than 20. Choose a number that makes the ctrn--:-..--

b. Solve L(y - 9 > 1' t 2. a' See margin p. 31 .

b.y = -2O
Justifying Steps Justify each step by identifying the property used.

3e.3x-<a(x-1)-8 40.+(y +3)>lt+-r N,r;:'
3x<4x -4-8 Dist.Prop. 3(y+3)>2(4- I c'!^::
3x=4x-12 arithmetic 3y+9>8-}Dis::':
-x < -12 Subt. Prop. of lneq' 5y + 9 > 8 Add. P':: :

x > 12 Mult. Prop. of lneq. 5y > -lSubt P'::
y > -0.1Div. P'::

Solve each comnound inequalitv. Graph the solutions.
41-qs. Seb maiqin p.31 for qraphs.

41.-6<2.r -l< 12 -t <x?8' 42.11'<3y -2< 1" 3 <.' <

43. -18>4-r- - 3 > -15 nosolutions 44.36> 1- 5- > -l- -- =

45.5a - 4> 16or3a t 2 <17 46.6b +3 < 153tl,r;..,
47.6c < 18 or -5c < 15 48. 8rl < -uo#3;'ili.;i
49. 4x < 12 or -7x < 21 50. 15x ) 30 and 1l.r < -:-

All real numbers are solutions. no solutions
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\aswers may vary.
iample:2x-7>-11
\rswers may vary.
iample:-9<5x+1<6
\.rswers may vary.
iample:2x+4<0or
-3x - 3 < O

open-Ended write an inequality with a solution that matches the graph. At least
two steps should be needed to solve your inequality. Answers -iy u"ry.

.., Sample:-3x+1>4

-

-3-2-r 0 1 2 3

_ Resources
c^. ---

r FC.:-r-::::= : j'
. FC:- (--:-:-:r - ,:

. FCA- )z .J',:::::-:
(+rrr^^JL'O(<U =: : :_: : -::

Error Prevention
Exercise 55 Re- -: i.-::-,i -- :
a compound ste::-:-:i+- _:::
and is true only ,,'. -:- :::-
component state-€---:- :--2 -.'_z
A compound statere-: :-:: _:-:
or is true if at least o-: :' :-:
component statemer:s _< :-_:

51.#
-3-2-1 0 I 2 3

53.@ 54.
-3-2-t 0 1 2 3 -3-2-r 0 I 2 3

55. critical Thinking consider the compound inequality x ( g and x ) a.
a. Are there any values of a such that all real numbers are solutions of the

compound inequality? If so, what are they? no
b. Are there any values of a such that no real numbers are solutions of the yes;

compound inequality? If so, what are they? values of a that are g or greater
c. Repeat parrs (a)and(b) for rhe compound inequaliryx ( g orx ) a.

a. yes; values of a that are less thbn g
b. no

t

t{i;8$i$h:#}f}id jd* ifrtl i1rri{1fiftFtF.kr.,y.r ire,$it;{iri:$d,sr5r;1bj{:1#iirfq.s.Fliry$#qi**-1,{tl{h.j,,4

Multiple Choice 56. Which of the following statements are true? C
l. -(-6) : 6 and -(-4) > -4
ll. -(-4) < 4 or -10 > 10 - 10
lll.5 + 6 : 11 or 9 - 2:"11
|V. 17>2or6<9

A. land ll only
B. l. ll, and tll only
C. l, lll, and tV only
D. lll and lV only

::AT Format quiz at
rvww.PHSchool.com

Web Code: aga-o104

Short Response

Extended Response

57. What is the solution of the inequality 8 - 3x < _3(1 + x) + 1?
A. all real numbers B. no real numbers C. , , 1 D.

58. What is the solution of the compound inequality 2 < 2(x + 4) <
F. all real numbers G. no real numbers H. -3 < x < 5 l.

59.What isthe solution of the compound inequality i _ 4> 0 or j + 1 < O?D
A. all real numbers B. no real numbers

B
r<-!

b

18? H

-4<x<5

C.x>6orx(0 D.x>8orx<-2
60. what is the maximum number of 3- to 5-min songs that fill a 90-min cD?

what is the minimum number? Exprain your reasoning. see margin.

61' Fill each box with the word and oror, so that the solution of one
compound inequality is all real numbers and the solution of the other is no
real numbers. Justify each step of your sorution. See back of book.

x+s>o[- =lx-3<0
x+5<O_1"+5>0

46.
@

-1 0123456789

47.+
-4-3-2-101234

49.

Lesson 1 -2

Lesson 1-3 Solve each equation. Check your answers.

62.7x - 6(11 - 2x) : 19 4

64.4y- fr:rr*1 
'9o

Simplify each expression.

66.(2a-4)+(5a+9)7a+S
68. J(b + t2) - lto + rzt b 

lr12

63. 10.i' - 7 = 2(13 + 5x) no solution
65. 0.4.r + 1.18 : -3.1(2 - 0.01"r) -20

-4-3-2-101234
60. [2] The maximum number

of songs can be
recorded when the
songs are short, so
the maximum number

songs; the minimum
number of songs can
be recorded when the
songs are long, so
the minimum number
of songs is

90 min ')5 mtn per song
songs.

[1] provides 30 and 18 bu:
not the explanation

+ 42.-1-3-2-101234
I makes y < 20 true, but it does not 44.-ake;(y-16)=y+2true.

45.
-3-2-10123456789

67.3(x + 3_v) -- 5(x - y) -2x
6s.0.4(k - 0.1).+ 0.5(3.3 - k)

1.61

Lesson 1-4 Solving lnequalities

@
-1 012345678

@
-8-6-4-20246
+
-5-4-3-2-10 1 2 3 4 5

+ 14y

- 0.1k
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